
 

Coyote crack is a strain of cannabis that produces a high that lasts almost as long as synthetic THC and doesn't pose the same risks. It's also more powerful than marijuana and has been associated with increasing the risk of psychosis in some users. Coyote crack, which is usually smoked through a pipe or vape pen, can offer an intense brain-bending high for those who like to experiment with different
strains. And it's readily available online for those who prefer to avoid cannabis dispensaries. But despite its name, it's not actually a crack cocaine or cocaine derivative. Some users of this substance believe it to be the same as the street drug crack, which is known for its intensity, addictive nature and high potential for abuse. But they couldn't be more wrong. A representative of the Canadian Centre on
Substance Abuse said that there's no evidence that it's linked to crack cocaine. Where does Coyote crack come from? Coyote crack is most commonly found online through black markets. A global drug dealer named "Mr C" allegedly sells Coyote crack via an online forum called 4Chan. He reportedly lives in North London, England . Mr C claims that he once sold the drug to a man who went on to
commit suicide. The synthetic cannabis is sometimes marketed as "Mr C's Coyote", although this term may also refer to other forms of synthetic cannabis. What does Coyote crack look like? Coyote crack is sold in little baggies that contain small chunks of dried herb. It can be purchased either in whole or ground form - it depends on the dealer. Coyote crack looks like regular marijuana, but it has a
more crumbly texture and darker appearance than regular pot. It's also often sold in anti-cannabis packaging - like sleeves of paper - which makes it harder to detect by law enforcement. How is it smoked? Coyote crack is typically smoked through a pipe or a vape pen. It can also be snorted. If it's smoked, the user will inhale the smoke and hold the smoke in their lungs until it starts to get too thick and
then breathe out slowly. This can lead to a more powerful high than simply inhaling marijuana alone because the smoke contains synthetic cannabinoids. Many people consume Coyote crack by vaping because getting it into your lungs is easier than through a pipe. Vapes are also more discreet. How long does Coyote crack last? The effects of Coyote crack last almost as long as synthetic THC and can
last even longer in some cases. Coyote crack users report that the high lasts up to eight hours and it only gradually gets weaker over time. This high potency can be dangerous when trying to drive, operate machinery or use machinery with precision, such as computers and printers, within three hours of using the drug.
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